Attachment 1 to Item 11.1.5

TOWN OF PORT HEDLAND
TOWN PLANNING SCHEME NO. 5
AMENDMENT NO. 66

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005
RESOLUTION DECIDING TO AMEND A LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME
TOWN OF PORT HEDLAND
TOWN PLANNING SCHEME NO. 5
AMENDMENT NO. 66

RESOLVED that the Council, in pursuance of Section 75 of the Planning and Development Act 2005, amend
the above local planning scheme by:
1. Rezoning Lot 2940 Coppin Place, South Hedland from Reserve “Other Public Purposes – Water and
Drainage” to “Urban Development”; and
2. Amending the Scheme Map accordingly.

Dated this

day of

20

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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“Urban
Development”.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Whelans – Town Planning (Whelans) acts on behalf of Horizon Power, this report has been prepared in
support of a proposal to amend the Town of Port Hedland Town Planning Scheme No. 5 (‘TPS5’) to
rezone Lot 2940 Coppin Place, South Hedland (‘subject site’) from Reserve “Other Public Purposes –
Water and Drainage” to “Urban Development”.
An Urban Development zone will ensure a coordinated approach to planning on the subject site. The
proposal seeks only to amend the zoning of the land, and, in so doing, facilitate opportunities for
potential redevelopment of the vacant subject site. Rezoning the land will provide added certainty to the
landowner/developer that the land will be able to be developed for residential and community purposes.
The proposed Scheme Amendment has been prepared as a precursor to a Development Plan, which is
required for Urban Development zoned land as per Clause 6.4 of TPS5. However, as no specific
development scenario is contemplated by this request, this report deals only with the change to TPS5 and
the associated scheme amendment process.
This report sets out the strategic planning context along with suitability and capability of the subject site
for the rezoning. This report includes a description of the following matters:
-

Site details and locational information;

-

Background to formulation of the scheme amendment request;

-

Description of the existing land uses and site attributes;

-

Consideration of relevant State and local statutory planning and policy context;

-

Detailed explanation of the proposed Scheme Amendment; and

-

Justification for the proposed Scheme Amendment.

We consider the enclosed information adequately demonstrates the appropriateness of the proposed
scheme amendment and respectfully request the Town of Port Hedland (ToPH) to support the initiation of
the scheme amendment at the earliest opportunity.
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2 DESCRIPTION OF SCHEME AMENDMENT AREA
2.1 Regional Location
The subject site is located in the Municipality of the Town of Port Hedland, within the Pilbara region of
Western Australia.
Refer Figure 1 – Regional Location.

2.2 Local Location
The subject site is bound by Kennedy Street to the west, Coppin Place to the south and Stanley Street to
the east. All of the aforementioned roads are sealed, gazetted roads.
Refer Figure 2 – Local Location.

2.3 Existing Improvements
The subject land is vacant, generally flat and contains no significant vegetation
Refer Figure 3 – Aerial Map.

2.4 Cadastral Information
The subject site comprises a single land parcel, being:
-

Lot 2940 on Deposited Plan 181194 contained on Certificate of Title Volume 1436, Folio 147.

The subject site has a total land area of approximately 1.1580 hectares
The registered proprietor of the subject site is listed as Regional Power Corporation. (Refer Appendix 1).

2.5 Surrounding Land Uses
The subject site is surrounded with low to medium density housing to the east, south and west. To the
north of the subject site is zoned ‘Community’ and is developed with education purposes containing the
Pundulmurra Camp.
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3 PROPOSED SCHEME AMENDMENT
The proposed amendment seeks to change the TPS5 Scheme Map by:


Rezoning Lot 2940 Coppin Place, South Hedland from Reserve “Other Public Purposes – Water
and Drainage” to “Urban Development”.

4 TOWN PLANNING FRAMEWORK
4.1 State Planning Framework
4.1.1

State Planning Policy No. 1 – State Planning Framework Policy

As a Statement of Planning Policy, under Section 5AA of the Town Planning and Development Act
(1928), the Commission and local governments must have due regard to the provisions that form part of
this Framework in preparing planning schemes and making decisions on planning matters. Statement
Planning Policy No. 1 – State Planning Framework (SPP 1) unites existing State and regional policies,
strategies and guidelines within a central framework to provide a context for decision-making in regards
to land use and development in Western Australia.
The Scheme Amendment proposes to rezone the subject site Urban Development, and is considered to
address the primary aims of SPP 1. The relevant principles, in this regard include: Community and
Regional Development.
COMMUNITY:
The proposed Scheme Amendment is specific in addressing the following provisions as listed in A2
‘Community’ of SPP 1:
“...Planning should recognise the need for and, as far as practicable, contribute towards more sustainable
communities by:
i. accommodating future population growth and providing housing choice and diversity to suit the
needs of different households, including specialist housing needs, and the services they require;
ii. providing land for a range of accessible community resources, including affordable housing,
places of employment, open space, education, health, cultural and community services;
iii. integrating land use and transport planning and promoting patterns of land use which reduce the
need for transport, promote the use of public transport and reduce the dependence on private
cars;
iv. encouraging safe environments, high standards of urban design and a sense of neighbourhood
and community identity;
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v. promoting commercial areas as the focus for shopping, employment and community activities at
the local, district and regional levels; and
vi. providing effective systems of community consultation at appropriate stages in the planning and
development process.”
The proposed amendment achieves the above provisions of SPP 1 through the following considerations:
-

Providing a mix of residential/community development opportunities for the future needs of the
population;

-

Allowing for the permissibility of alternative residential/community land uses to promote housing
choice, diversity within the locality, cultural awareness and community awareness;

-

Allow for adequate community consultation through the statutory processes pertaining to both the
Scheme Amendment and Development Plan; and

-

Provide an opportunity to assess service and plan for suitable land uses which are integrated
coherently within the existing streetscape.

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
The proposed Scheme Amendment is specific in addressing the following provisions as listed in A5
‘Regional Development’ of SPP 1:
“…Consistent with the State Planning Strategy, the growth and development of other regional
communities will be supported by assisting them to achieve their social, environmental and economic
goals. Planning should assist communities of the outlying regions in achieving the opportunities
comparable with towns of the southwest despite their isolation, size and climatic disadvantages. This will
mean better co-ordination of land uses, high standards of development and the availability of land,
physical and social services to make regional communities sustainable in the long term.”
The proposed Scheme Amendment achieves the above provisions of SPP 1 through the following
considerations:
-

4.1.2

The proposed scheme amendment shall allow for the redevelopment of a vacant site for a variety
of residential and community uses, promote the growth of the surrounding areas and is
consistent with the ‘Pilbara Cities’ vision for Port Hedland – i.e. building the population of Port
Hedland to 50,000 people by 2035 and growing Port Hedland into a more attractive,
sustainable local community.
State Planning Policy No. 3 – Urban Growth and Settlement

The general objectives of State Planning Policy No 3 – Urban Growth and Settlement (SPP 3) are to:
-

To promote a sustainable and well planned pattern of settlement across the State, with sufficient
and suitable land to provide for a wide variety of housing, employment, recreation facilities and
open space.
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-

To build on existing communities with established local and regional economies, concentrate
investment in the improvement of services and infrastructure and enhance the quality of life in
those communities.

-

To manage the growth and development of urban areas in response to the social and economic
needs of the community and in recognition of relevant climatic, environmental, heritage and
community values and constraints.

-

To promote the development of a sustainable and liveable neighbourhood form which reduces
energy, water and travel demand whilst ensuring safe and convenient access to employment and
services by all modes, provides choice and affordability of housing and creates an identifiable
sense of place for each community.

-

To coordinate new development with the efficient, economic and timely provision of infrastructure
and services.

The proposed Scheme Amendment achieves the above objectives of SPP 3 through the following
considerations:
-

The subject site will provide the opportunity for the development of an underutilised parcel of
vacant land to provide a variety and choice in residential options to support a diverse range of
household sizes, ages and incomes and which is responsive to housing demand and preference;

-

The subject site can support Urban Development land uses due to its strategic location and
increased access arrangements with three street frontages; and

-

The redevelopment of the subject site will make the most efficient use of the land given it is
currently vacant and underutilised.

4.2 Regional Planning
4.2.1

Pilbara Planning and Infrastructure Framework

The Pilbara Planning and Infrastructure Framework (Framework) was endorsed by the WAPC as a
regional strategy and defines a strategic direction for the future development of the Pilbara region for the
next 25 years. The Framework addresses the scale and distribution of future population growth and
housing development, as well as identifying strategies for economic growth, environmental issues,
transport, infrastructure, water resources, tourism and the emerging impacts of climate change. The
Framework also sets out regional planning principles, together with goals, objectives and actions to
achieve these. It represents an agreed ‘whole of government’ position on the broad future planning
direction for the Pilbara, and will guide the preparation of local planning strategies and local planning
schemes.
The Pilbara Cities Vision recognises the severe shortage of housing opportunities within the Pilbara
region as a result of varying issues relating to the slow release and high costs of developing residential
land resulting in the inability of securing affordable housing. The Framework also acknowledges the
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requirement of accommodating an increased residential population. As such, part of the vision is to
provide increased affordable housing and greater housing choice through various strategic mechanisms
The proposed amendment fits in with the overall intention of the Framework and is therefore considered
a vital component in achieving the aims and objectives of a Regional Framework.

4.3 Strategic Planning Contect
4.3.1

Pilbara’s Port City Growth Plan

The Pilbara’s Port City Growth Plan (Growth Plan) was adopted by the Town of Port Hedland on the 23
May 2012 and endorsed by the Western Australian Planning Commission on the 27 December 2012.
The Growth Plan is therefore operational as the Town’s Local Planning Strategy.
The subject site is located in Precinct 12 - South Hedland East and although the Growth Plan does not
prescribe a specific densification for the lot, the precinct encourages on-going infill and redevelopment
in general.
4.3.2

Council’s Strategic Community Plan 2012 - 2022

Council’s Strategic Community Plan 2012 – 2022 (Community Plan) is a benchmark document detailing
a vision towards of building an integrated planning and reporting framework. The Community Plan
ensures the policies and services of the Town of Port Hedland are aligned to the aspirations of the
community.
Section 6.3.1 – ‘Housing’ addresses housing shortage and affordability, through using Council held
land, providing high quality modular construction, providing incentives and other forms of inducement to
deliver housing. The Community Plan identifies that in order to facilitate the provision of increased
residential accommodation options, there is a need to create and provide land suitable to meet the
demands for housing growth.
It is clear from the above that the proposed scheme amendment is consistent with Council’s Strategic
Community Plan 2012 - 2022.
4.3.3

Port Hedland Local Housing Strategy

Council endorsed the initiation of a Local Housing Strategy (‘LHS’) at the Ordinary Council Meeting of
22 May 2013. The project is likely to take 12 – 18 months involving research, review, analysis and
consultation on a range of housing issues, to enable strategic direction to be set on the residential
development in the Town. The principle recommendation of the LHS is to establish Housing Opportunity
Areas where increased residential densities will be considered.
The proposed scheme initiation request is only seeking to amend the zoning of the land to ‘Urban
Development’, which is expected to take in the order of 12 – 18 months. Therefore, the preparation of a
Development Plan shall be prepared at a later date encompassing the strategic outcomes and
recommendations provided through the research undertaken by the LHS.
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4.3.4

Hedland Land Availability Plan

The Hedland Land Availability Plan (HLAP) was commissioned by the ToPH as a review of the earlier
released Port Hedland Land Rationalisation Plan (LRP) to ensure the documents’ ongoing relevance. The
HLAP encompassed work undertaken by the Department of Planning (‘DoP’) through the Port Hedland
Regional Hotspots Land Supply Update (HLSU) to ensure a coordinated and consistent approach. The
comments from DoP included within the HLAP are as follows:
Identified in the Town of Port Hedland land rationalisation plan (LRP). Proposed land release to New
Living (DoH). Lots to be packaged for release. Area consists of land reserved for water supply and
training - need to determine whether these sites are required or are surplus to future requirements.
Requires local scheme amendments, extinguishment of reserve and clearance of native title (Lot 2119).
In response to the above, the following justification/response is provided categorically:
-

The subject site is owned by Horizon Power and is not Unallocated Crown Land as denoted
within the table and therefore is not available for any type of land release to the DoH;

-

Correspondence received from the ToPH Technical Services (Refer Appendix 2) has confirmed
that the “land is not required for drainage purposes”. As such, the proposal to rezone the land
can occur without causing disruptions to any future drainage requirements; and

-

The Local Scheme Reservation covering the subject site features no Management Order and
therefore is not required to be relinquished given the land owner is the responsible authority. The
clearance of native title has already occurred over the subject site.

The HLAP identifies public and private sites with the potential for future urban development. Specifically,
the subject site is referred to within the HLAP as being within ‘Category 3 – Rezoning/Development Plan’,
requiring a scheme amendment to become zoned ‘Urban Development.
The comments provided for the subject site both the HLAP and the LRP state the following:
“Appears unused. Suitable for immediate rezoning and development.”
Given the above, it is considered the proposed scheme amendment is in accordance with the strategic
direction of both the State and Local Government Frameworks pertaining to future urban development.
4.3.5

Housing Capacity Study

The Housing Capacity Study (2010) (HCS) was commissioned by the Town of Port Hedland with the
purpose of identifying potential housing development land, processes and timeframes for developing
sites and super lots for the construction of medium and high density housing.
The HCS earmarks the subject site suitable for an Urban Development zone with a density coding of
R20. Given the above, it is considered the subject site has been well researched in the past with the
outcomes and recommendations associated with the future development potential have all drawn the
same conclusion. That is, the subject site be rezoned to Urban Development.
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4.4 Local Planning Framework
4.4.1

Town of Port Hedland Town Planning Scheme No. 5

In accordance with the provisions of TPS5, the subject site is reserved “Other Public Purposes – Water
and Drainage”. The proposed scheme amendment recognises the existing reservation pertaining to water
and drainage through obtaining written correspondence from the ToPH’s Technical Services confirming
the subject site to be surplus and thus no longer required for its intended purpose (Refer Appendix 2 –
Technical Services Correspondence).
The proposed Scheme Amendment has been lodged as a precursor to a Development Plan which is
required for land zoned ‘Urban Development’ as per Clause 6.4 of TPS 5.
Clause 6.4 of TPS5 states that the purpose of the Urban Development zone is to:
“identify land where detailed planning and the provision of infrastructure is required prior to the further
subdivision and development of the land. This planning should be documented in the form of a
Development Plan”
The Zoning Table in TPS5 provides for a range of land uses under the Urban Development zone, with a
focus on residential development and health and community land uses. This provides a general outline
of the range of land uses desired for the Urban Development zone and its intended purpose. It is
however possible to nominate alternative land uses within the Urban Development zone through the
Development Plan process.
Rezoning the land to ‘Urban Development’ zone is considered the most suitable outcome for the subject
site. This has regard for the desire to achieve a mix of residential uses and scale of land use through the
Development Plan process, rather than pursuing the rezoning of the land to a more a restrictive
‘Residential’ zone. The proposal will result in the utilisation of undeveloped land for residential purposes
and provide residential development that generally reflects the surrounding density of development.

4.5 Development Plan
The subject site is currently reserved ‘Other Public Purpose – Water and Drainage’. Rezoning the subject
site to ‘Urban Development’ shall facilitate the preparation and endorsement of a Development Plan that
depicts the land uses, road layout, residential densities as well as matters relating to open space, services
and drainage. It is considered TPS5 provides a rather robust set of provisions to guide and manage the
land use and development of the subject site through a Development Plan over the short and long term.
The Development Plan will shall be consistent with the requirements of Appendix 6 of TPS5 and the ToPH
and Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) requirements.
Specifically, Appendix 6 of TPS5 requires Development Plans in the ‘Urban Development’ zone to
address:
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a. Location and density of housing, including lot and dwelling yields, population outcomes, net
density and detailed subdivision standards relating to solar access, efficient use of water
resources, design features and density rationale; and
b. Demand for commercial and community facilities, generated by the development and
implications for the provision of these within the site or elsewhere

5 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the proposed Scheme Amendment recognises the existing Reservation pertaining to water
and drainage through obtaining written correspondence from the Town’s Technical Services confirming
the subject site to be surplus and thus no longer required for its intended purpose.
The proposal seeks to only amend the zoning of the land, and, in so doing, facilitate opportunities to
develop the vacant subject site with suitable residential development at a bulk/scale reflective of the
Town's strategic recommendations aimed at addressing regional residential needs.
The proposed ‘Urban Development’ zone shall allow the subject site to be developed in the future
through the facilitation of a Development Plan of which encompasses the strategic objectives of the Town
of Port Hedland.
As demonstrated within this report, the proposed rezoning of the subject site is considered to be justified
and appropriate for the following reasons:
-

The proposal accords with the objectives of ‘Precinct 12 – South Hedland East’ as contained in
Pilbara’s Port City Growth Plan;

-

An Urban Development zone on the subject site is appropriate given the strategic location and
ease of access via three street frontages;

-

The rezoning addresses the notion of the efficient use of land, which is a finite resource in Port
Hedland

-

An ‘Urban Development’ zone on the subject site is consistent with ‘Pilbara Cities’ vision for Port
Hedland – i.e. building the population of Port Hedland to 50,000 people by 2035 and growing
Port Hedland into a more attractive, sustainable local community

In light of the preceding report and justification provided, support for the proposed scheme amendment
is respectfully sought at the earliest opportunity.
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Appendix 1 – Certificate of Title
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Appendix 2 – Technical Services Correspondence
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005
TOWN OF PORT HEDLAND
TOWN PLANNING SCHEME NO. 5
AMENDMENT NO. 66

RESOLVED that the Council, in pursuance of Section 75 of the Planning and Development Act 2005, amend
the above local planning scheme by:
1. Rezoning Lot 2940 Coppin Place, South Hedland from Reserve “Other Public Purposes – Water and
Drainage” to “Urban Development”; and
2. Amending the Scheme Map accordingly.

ADOPTION
Adopted by resolution of the Council of the Town of Port Hedland at the Meeting of the Council held on the
day of
20

______________________________
MAYOR/SHIRE PRESIDENT

______________________________
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
FINAL APPROVAL
Adopted for final approval by resolution of the Town of Port Hedland at the Meeting of the Council held on
the
day of
20
and the Common Seal of the Town of Port
Hedland was hereunto affixed by the authority of a resolution of the Council in the presence of:

........................................................
MAYOR/SHIRE PRESIDENT

........................................................
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Recommended/Submitted for Final Approval
........................................................
DELEGATED UNDER S.16 OF
PD ACT 2005
DATE...............................................
Final Approval Granted
........................................................
MINISTER FOR PLANNING
DATE.................................................

